
(UMS) – The Free TV Hotlines are ring-
ing off the hook.
That’s because Chicagoland area res-

idents who find their zip code listed in
today’s publication are getting Free TV
thanks to an amazing new invention called
the Clear-Cast™.
Chicagoland area residents who get the

Clear-Cast by calling the Free TV Hotlines
before the 48 hour order deadline ends can
get over 953 crystal clear over-the-air digi-
tal TV shows each year for free and get rid
of their cable or satellite bills.
This is all possible because a U.S. federal

law makes TV broadcasters transmit their
signals in a digital format, which allows
everyone to receive digital broadcast sig-
nals for free with no monthly bills.
These are the over-the-air broadcast sig-

nals that the cable and satellite companies
get and then re-transmit to you for a hefty
charge every month.
Here’s how it works. The Clear-Cast’s

advanced design links up directly to receive
local and national shows being broadcast in
your area. This allows people everywhere
to bypass the cable and satellite middleman
and get crystal clear digital and high defi-
nition over-the-air broadcast signals free of
charge.
Clear-Cast was invented by Dr. Argy

Petros, a renowned NASA Space Technol-
ogy Hall of Fame scientist who currently
holds 22 U.S. Gov’t issued patents. For the
past 20 years, he has specialized in develop-
ing antenna systems for NASA, Motorola,
XM Satellite Radio and companies around
the world.
His newest invention, the Clear-Cast, is

a razor-thin indoor digital HDTV antenna
that delivers picture-perfect reception with-
out a cable or internet connection, without a
satellite dish and without any monthly bills.
“I invented the Clear-Cast digital HDTV

antenna because I just don’t think people
should have to keep paying for TV when
they can get it for free,” said Dr. Petros.
“Nobody needs to pay for hundreds of

channels and thousands of shows they really
never watch when the Clear-Cast may give
you up to 53 channels and up to 953 shows
to watch for free with no monthly bills.
That’s why people everywhere can cancel
their cable or satellite bills and save hun-
dreds of dollars every single year,” he said.
“People who get the Clear-Cast will say it

feels like getting an extra paycheck every
month. That’s because it doesn’t pull in
those expensive cable and satellite-only pay
channels so all the money you were spend-
ing on cable and satellite bills will go back in
your pocket every month,” Dr. Petros said.
And here’s the best part. With the

advanced design of the Clear-Cast antenna
you’ll get the channels being broadcast in
your area for Free with no monthly bills.
That way you can channel surf through

the favorite TV shows. The number of
shows and channels you’ll get depends on
where you live. People living in large met-
ropolitan areas may get up to 53 static-free
channels, while people in outlying areas will
get less. That means even if you’re in a rural
area that just pulls in NBC, ABC, CBS, FOX
and PBS broadcasts there’s up to 953 shows
each year to watch for free.
The picture quality with the Clear-Cast in

many cases is actually better because cable
and satellite companies compress their
bandwidth depending on the channel. This
compression can result in a loss of picture
definition and detail. This does not happen
with Clear-Cast because you get virtually
all pure uncompressed signals direct from
the broadcasters for free.
Clear-Cast was engineered to link up

directly to local and national broadcasts like
a huge outdoor directional antenna but in a
lightweight, slim-line package. Its sturdy
copper alloy and polymer construction will
most likely far outlast your TV.
It just couldn’t be any easier to get Free

over-the-air digital TV shows with the
Clear-Cast. Simply plug it into your TV and
place the Clear-Cast on a window pane. It
works on virtually any model TV and is eas-
ily hidden out of sight behind a curtain or
window treatment.
Thousands of Chicagoland area residents

are expected to call to get the new Clear-
Cast because it just doesn’t make any sense
to keep paying for TV when you can get
hundreds of shows absolutely free.
So, Chicagoland area residents lucky

enough to find their zip code listed in
today’s publication need to immediately call
the Free TV Hotlines before the 48 hour
deadline ends to get the Clear-Cast that
gives everyone Free TV. If lines are busy
keep trying, all calls will be answered. ■

New razor-thin $38 invention pulls in up to 953 crystal clear over-the-air digital TV shows Free with no monthly bills

New invention gives Illinoisans Free TV
and gets rid of cable or satellite bills

■ ILLINOISANS GET FREE TV: FedEx trucks are being loaded with thousands of new Clear-Casts and they will soon be delivered to lucky
Chicagoland area residents who live in one of the zip code areas listed in today’s publication. Everyone is getting the Clear-Cast because it can elimi-
nate cable or satellite bills and pulls in up to 953 crystal clear over-the-air digital TV shows for free with no monthly bills.

If you live in one of the Chicagoland area zip codes listed below call the special 48 hour hotlines to get Free TV

The Free TV Hotlines at 1-888-660-2420 and 1-888-630-2844 are
open for the next 48 hours beginning at precisely 8:30am this morn-
ing. If you miss the deadline you’ll be turned away from this offer and
forced to wait for future announcements in this publication or others,
if any. So if lines are busy keep trying, all calls will be answered.

Only callers who beat the order deadline and provide the operator
with the valid Free TV Claim Code listed above and live in one of the
Chicagoland area zip codes that get Free TV will be permitted to get
the Clear-Cast for just $38 and shipping that pulls in up to 953 crystal
clear digital TV shows each year for Free with no monthly bills.

How It Works: Just plug it in to your TV and pull in up to 953 crystal clear
digital TV shows Free with no monthly bills

Get the best shows on TV Free

Who Gets Free TV: Listed below are the Chicagoland area zip codes that get Free TV with
Clear-Cast: If you live in one of these areas immediately call 1-888-660-2420

■ NO MORE BILLS: Clear-Cast is a breakthrough in indoor antenna technology that lets everyone get Free TV. It was invented by renowned
NASA Space Technology Hall of Fame scientist, Dr. Argy Petros, who holds 22 U.S. Gov’t patents. Its advanced design links up directly to receive
local and national shows being broadcast in your area. This allows anyone who gets the Clear-Cast to bypass the cable and satellite middleman
to pull in up to 953 crystal clear over-the-air digital TV shows free with no monthly bills.

Free TV Claim Code: LG118
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Here are just a few of the up to 953 crystal clear over-the-air digital TV shows that are available free with Clear-Cast
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Clear-Cast is not cable or satellite TV. All the channels received with Clear-Cast are absolutely free. Clear-Cast pulls in up to 953 crystal clear over-the-air digital TV shows
free with no service contracts, no equipment to lease and absolutely no monthly bills. Clear-Cast is being released by zip code to areas that receive free over-the-air digital
broadcast signals so residents of those areas can get free TV. Clear-Cast’s advanced design will not receive cable or satellite channels and is engineered to pull in channels
being broadcast for free to eliminate cable and satellite bills. The number of channels received will vary by zip code. Residents living in large metropolitan areas may get up to 53
crystal clear channels, while people in outlying areas will get less. That means even in rural areas that pull in just NBC, ABC, CBS, FOX and PBS broadcasts, there’s up to 953
shows each year to watch for free. Trademarks and program names above are the property of their respective owners and are not affiliated with or endorsing the Clear-Cast.

America’s Got Talent, The Voice, Law and Order...

Dancing with the Stars, Extreme Makeover, Modern Family...

NCIS, Survivor, CSI, The Mentalist, 60 Minutes...

News, So You Think You Can Dance?, American Idol...

America’s Next Top Model, Dr. Drew, One Tree Hill...

Criminal Minds, Without a Trace, Ghost Whisperer...

Decor, diet, health and fitness, sports & travel...

Law & Order: Criminal Intent, Burn Notice, Monk...

Trinity Broadcasting Network, World’s largest Christian network...

(Retro TV) Magnum P.I., Ironside, Rockford Files, Kojak...

Movie and TV classics...

Cooking, crafts, gardening, home improvement & travel...

Antiques Roadshow, NOVA, Frontline, News Hour...

Educational programming for kids, commercial free...

Triunfo Del Amor, Pequenos Gigantes...

¡Nítido!, Persiguiendo Injusticias, ¡Levántate!...

Safe, educational channel for children and families...

24/7 local and national weather...

Live sports from around the world...

(Music TV) Pop, rock, soul, jazz, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, & 90’s...

Country music videos...

(Home Shopping Network) jewelry, electronics & more...
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The Free TV Hotlines at 1-888-660-2420 and 1-888-630-2844 are 
open for the next 48 hours beginning at precisely 8:30am this morn-
ing. If you miss the deadline you’ll be turned away from this offer and 
forced to wait for future announcements in this publication or others, 
if any. So if lines are busy keep trying, all calls will be answered. 

Free TV Claim Code: LG118
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Today’s announce-
ment by Brilliant Built Technologies
has the Free TV Hotlines ringing off the
hook.
That’s because U.S. residents who

find the first two digits of their zip code
listed in today’s publication are getting
Free TV Channels thanks to an amazing
razor-thin invention called Clear-Cast™.
U.S. residents who call the Toll Free

Hotlines before the 48-hour order dead-
line to get Clear-Cast can pull in free TV
channels with crystal clear digital pic-
ture and get rid of cable and satellite
bills.
This announcement is being so widely

advertised because a U.S. Federal law
makes TV broadcasters transmit their
signals in digital format, which allows
everyone to receive these over-the-air
digital signals for free with no monthly
bills.
These are the over-the-air broadcast

signals that the cable and satellite com-
panies get and then re-transmit to you
for a hefty charge every month.
Here’s how it works. Clear-Cast’s

advanced integrated micro antenna tech-
nology links up directly to receive free
local and national shows being broad-
cast in your area. This allows everyone to
bypass the cable and satellite middleman
to pull in free over-the-air channels with
crystal clear digital picture; then you can
eliminate all the cable and satellite only
channels and never pay a bill again.
Clear-Cast was invented by Dr. Argy

Petros, a renowned NASA Space Tech-
nology Hall of Fame scientist who cur-
rently holds 23 U.S. Gov’t issued patents.
His latest patent-pending invention,

Clear-Cast, was engineered to pull in
the free TV signals through technically
advanced integrated micro antenna tech-
nology without a cable or internet con-
nection, without a satellite dish and with-
out any monthly bills.
“I invented Clear-Cast because I just

don’t think people should keep paying for
TV when they can get it for free,” said
Dr. Petros.
“There’s never a monthly bill, you get

free channels with Clear-Cast and you
won’t pay for hundreds of channels you
never really watch. So it’s like comparing
apples and oranges since Clear-Cast is
not cable or satellite. Clear-Cast pulls in
free over-the-air broadcast channels and
hundreds of free TV shows with crys-
tal clear digital picture and no monthly
bills,” Dr. Petros said.
“That’s why Clear-Cast is such a great

alternative for everyone who is sick and
tired of paying expensive cable and satel-
lite bills every month,” he said.
“People who get Clear-Cast will say it

feels like getting an extra paycheck every
month. You see, with Clear-Cast you’ll
receive free over-the-air broadcast chan-
nels with crystal clear digital picture,
not the cable or satellite only channels.
So being able to eliminate those chan-
nels puts all the money you were spend-
ing back in your pocket every month,”
Dr. Petros said.
And here’s the best part. With Clear-

Cast you’ll get the channels being broad-
cast in your area for Free with no
monthly bills.
That way you can channel surf through

the favorite TV shows. The number of
shows and channels you’ll get depends on
where you live. People living in large met-
ropolitan areas may get up to 53 static-
free channels, while people in outlying
areas will get less. That means even if
you’re in a rural area that just pulls in
NBC, ABC, CBS, FOX and PBS broad-
casts there’s hundreds of shows each
year to watch for free.
Clear-Cast was engineered to link up

directly to local and national broadcasts
like a huge outdoor directional antenna
but in a lightweight, razor-thin package.
Thousands of U.S. residents are

expected to call to get Clear-Cast
because it just doesn’t make any sense
to keep paying for TV when you can get
hundreds of shows absolutely free.
So, U.S. residents lucky enough to find

their zip code listed in today’s publica-
tion need to immediately call the Free
TV Hotline before the 48-hour deadline
to get Clear-Cast that pulls in Free TV
with crystal clear digital picture. If lines
are busy keep trying, all calls will be
answered. !

How It Works: Just plug it in to your TV and pull in Free TV channels in crystal clear
digital picture with no cable, no satellite, no internet and no monthly bills
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! NEVER PAY A BILL AGAIN: U.S. residents will be on the lookout for their postal carrier because thousands of Clear-Casts will soon be
delivered to lucky U.S. residents who beat the 48-hour order deadline and live in any of the zip code areas listed above.

Public gets Free TV with no monthly bills
Federal law makes TV network giants broadcast Free TV signals in crystal clear digital picture
allowing U.S. households to pull in Free TV channels and get rid of cable or satellite bills

Who Gets Free TV:! Listed below are U.S. zip codes that can get Free TV with Clear-Cast, the device engineered to
pull in the Free over the air TV signals through technically advanced integrated micro antenna technology with no
cable, no satellite, no internet and no monthly bills. If you live in one of these areas immediately call: 1-866-338-2763

How to get Free TV:! Listed below are the first two digits of the U.S. zip codes that can get rid of cable or
satellite bills and get Free TV channels. If you live in one of these areas immediately call 1-866-338-2763. This is all
possible because a U.S. Federal Law makes TV broadcasters transmit their signals in digital format, which allows everyone
who gets Clear-Cast to pull in Free TV channels with no monthly bills. Brilliant Built Technologies is giving every U.S.
household a 50% off discount to help cover the cost of Clear-Cast. Clear-Cast is a one-time purchase that plugs in to your
TV to pull in Free TV channels in crystal clear digital picture with no monthly bills. Each Clear-Cast normally costs $68,
but U.S. households who beat the 48-hour deadline are authorized to get a 50% off discount for each Clear-Cast and cover
just $34 and shipping as long as they call the Free TV Hotline at 1-866-338-2763 before the deadline ends. Trademarks
above are the property of their respective owners and are not affiliated with or endorsing Clear-Cast. XS257!
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